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We present some general considerations on computations of electric dipole moments (D) of leptons and of
hadrons in gauge theories which incorporate CP violation. Technical aspects of the isolation of the C P-
violating parts of the corresponding graphs are described. We emphasize the distinction (already familiar

from g-2 constraints) between "mixed chirality" and "pure chirality" couplings. In the mixed-chirality case,
D s can potentially appear to third order in the semiweak-coupling constant; in the pure-chirality case D is

at least of fifth order. Estimates are given for prototypes of two classes of gauge models: (1) C P violation is

implemented via the introduction of a small parameter. For the example considered, a model due to
Mohapatra, D„„„„„andD„„,„are both of fifth order. (2) The violation is "maximal, " as exemplified in the

C(4) and Q{4))(U(1)models, Here D „,„appears to third order in the (mixed-chirality) O(4) case. All other
D's in the "maximal" examples are of fifth order. For the "maximal" model our estimates are below but

may not be very far from the present experimental bounds. For the small-parameter model they are quite

considerably smaller.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

The experimental discovery' of CP violation in

K~ decay implies the violation of T invariance if
one accepts the CPT theorem. In addition, the
K complex provides direct experimental tests of
T invariance. ' 4 In fact, it is not necessary to
assume CPT invariance at the outset in the ex-
perimental analysis of these decays since they
may serve to test independently T invariance and
CPT invariance. ' Such tests have been performed'
with the result that T violation has been estab-
lished with 10 standard deviations, while there
is no evidence (here or anywhere else) for CPT
violation. '

As is well known, experimental attempts to
observe T-violating effects outside the K complex
have all turned out negative so far. This is par-
ticularly true in regard to searches for electric
dipole moments (D) of nucleons and leptons. We
recall that a nonvanishing D can only occur if
both T and P violation are present, and that. the
possibility of the existence of D's for elementary

particles and nuclei was first raised by Purcell
and Ramsey' well before the discovery even of
P violation. For spin--,' particles, the presence
of a D implies the existence of an effective in-
teraction of the form

i F~(q')g(p, )y,o„„g(p,)F~, ,

where F„, is the electromagnetic field and q'
= (P,-P,)'. D is defined by D =Fv(0). Note that
the possibility that Fv(0)= 0 (though perhaps not
natural) cannot be discarded out of hand. ' That
is to say, even in the presence of P and T vio-
lation the static quantity FD(0) could be zero.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the
question of electric dipole moments for fermions
in the context of the general strategy embodied
in the gauge theories of weak and electromagnetic
interactions. ' In such theories currents appear
which are associated with the generators of a
compact Lie group. Like all relativistic local
Lagrangian field theories, such theories are
inherently CP T-invariant. They are P -violating
by construction, since the particle states with
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left helicity are taken to enter inequivalently to
those with right helicity into the representations
of whatever group is chosen. Likewise, gauge
theories can be T-noninvariant by construction.
We shall indicate presently several ways in which
this can be done, but first we would like to make
the following general comments:

(I) It is inherent in all gauge theories that the
electromagnetic current has a minimal structure.
Thus the precepts of the gauge strategy, including
the insistence on strict renormalizability, rule
out from the start any attempt to include CI' vio-
lation via the structure of the electromagnetic
coupling.

In particular, because renormalizability is at
the core of this type of theory, it is inadmissible
to introduce into the basic Lagrangian a term of
the type iF „(x)f(x)y,o„,f(x), just as it is in-
admissible to introduce the well-known Pauli
term. This statement has a consequence which
is as obvious as its implications are nontrivial:
If a gauge theory allows a nonzero D to appear
at all, then D must be "calculable. " Indeed,
since the renormaIizability of the theory forbids
the introduction of a counterterm of the electric
dipole type, D must be expressible in terms of
the renormalized parameters such as masses
and coupling constants which enter the theory.

(2) The local gauge principle associated with
the compact Lie-group structure for any given
model rules out of consideration certain other
.interactions as well which might induce a fermion
D. An example is provided' by a coupling of the
type ie~,~, F, ( )xW~&( )xW(x), where W, (x) is
some (non-self-adjoint) vector-boson field.

(3) Since D cannot be present as a first-order
vertex, the next question is whether a D can arise
to third order, that is, in the one-loop approxi-
mation. This is possible for the following reason.
Suppose we wish to compute to this order the D
of a fermion called f, Consider a.ll the self-
energy graphs of the type f;f,+B-f„where f,
is an intermediate fermion state and 8 is some
vector boson. If f;f,+B goes via. a coupling
y~ (gv+g„y, ) then f, +B-f, goes via y (gP +g„*y,).
The electromagnetic vertex corrections corres-
ponding to this graph are obtained by attaching an
external photon line in all possible ways. A po-
tential D contribution is proportional to e lmggg„.
To the order considered, the effects of various
(f„B)sets are additive. It follows that f, can
only have a D to third order if among the particle
pairs (f„B)there are some for which the cor-
responding pair (g„,gv) of coupling constants are
not relatively real. We shall encounter one in-
stance in Sec. II and one in Sec. III where this
situation obtains. In all other cases the leading

contribution to the D's will be at most of fifth
order. (We need also to consider f, -f, +B-f„
where B is a Higgs scalar field. In no case en-
countered here do third-order contributions to D
arise from such couplings. )

One particular and important class of couplings
in which the relative reality of g„and g~ obtains
are those which are of "pure chirality" (i.e.,
where the vertex structure is given by y 2'~ P~
being the left chirality projection operator) T.hus
if only pure-chirality couplings are involved, D
is patently at least of fifth order.

Still holding off on any details about particular
gauge models, let us then try next to get an idea of
orders of magnitude for those instances where the
leading effects are of third order. If sue meme fo
assume that there are no further cancellation
mechanisms or characteristic small factors, then
the following power-counting argument can be
given. Let the loop be generated by a vector me-
son with mass M. Let us work in the gauge" where
the corresponding propagators are 5„„(k'+M') '
("'t Hooft gauge"). Let the coupling constants g
in the theory be of general order e. Then by pow-
er counting and by dimensional reasoning, the gen-
eral order of magnitude of the contribution to D
of a one-loop graph, barring cancellations and
other small factors, would be D eGrn/w' -(where
the typical number of p factors has also been
recorded and where m is a typical fermion mass
in the problem). The additional one-loop con-
tributions involving scalar fields in the 't Hooft
gauge are at most of the same order of magnitude
as the vector contributions.

l
It should be noted that the order of magnitude for

D just stated is not at all that small, as witness
the current experimental limits on electric dipole
moments given in Table I. Thus for m =1 GeV
the order for D would be -10 "ecm. Such
orders of magnitude for m are quite fair. In the
case of the D operator for nucleons, one should
think of m as a quark mass. For leptons, m is
typically a heavy lepton mass unless the model
has no heavy leptons. It is obvious that electric
dipole moments of this magnitude can be in con-
siderable trouble with experiment. Even an ad-
ditional factor-of-0. suppression, which would be
the naive guess if the leading order were fifth,
would not necessarily be sufficient for D„,„„,„and
D,j,„„,„. We now hasten to add that additional sup-
pression factors do appear in the gauge models to
be discussed next. The only exception is D „,„,
which in one model is actually -10 "e cm.

After these orienting remarks on the D problem
in gauge theories, we must now turn to the ques-
tion how QP.violation is actually implemented in
theories of this kind. Broadly speaking, this can
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TABLE I. Experimental limits on electric dipole moments.

Particle
Upper limit on electric dipole

moment (e cm) Experiment

neutron

proton

electron

muon

1x 10 23

2x10 "
3x 10 '4

2x10 "
x 10-18

Dress eg al. {1973)

Harrison gg gl, (1969)"

Weisskopf @ al (1968)c. Player and Sandars (1970) c

Charpak eI, al. (1961) d

Prom muon g-2 ~

~ W. B.Dress, P. D. Miller, and N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. D 7, 3147 (1973).
G. E. Harrison, P. G. H. Sandars, and S. J. Wright, Phys. Rev. Lett. 22, 1263 (1969).
M. C, Weisskopf, J. P. Carrico, H. Gould, E. Lipworth, and T. S. Stein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 21, 1645 (1968); M. A.

Player and P. G. H. Sandars, J. Phys. B 3 1620 {1970).
G. Charpak, F. J. M. Farley, R. L. Garwin, T. Muller, J. C. Sens, and A. Zichichi, Nuovo Cimento 22, 1043

(1961).
If the muon has an electric dipole moment D~ =f e/mc in addition to its anomalous magnetic moment a =2(g —2),

its precession rate in a muon storage ring is increased by the factor 1+2(f/a) [V. Bargmann, L. Michel, and V. Te-
legdi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2, 435 (1959)]. Using Ea =6&& 10 7 =20. [J.Bailey et al. , Phys. Lett, 28B, 287 (1968)],f ~ (aM/
2) ~ 2&& 10 5, which corresponds to the value quoted in the table. We would like to thank Warren Wilson and Dr. Al-
varo de Rujula for pointing out to us this indirect way of obtaining an upper limit for D&. Improved direct measure-
ments of D& using the method of Ref. d are desirable, if only to establish a firmer basis for the measurement of g -2.

be done in two distinct ways.
(a) All CP-violating effects are proportional

to a small Parameter introduced into the theory
for the very purpose of incorporating such effects.
An example of this category is the scheme de-
scribed recently by Mohapatra. " If we denote the
small parameter by P, then all D's are evidently
proportional to Q. A brief discussion of this
scheme with particular emphasis on the D's will
be given in Sec. II.

(b) Examples have been given recently" '" of
CP-violating gauge theories in which no small
Q parameters are ever introduced, but in which
the observable CP-violating effects are never-
theless quite tiny. This comes about not because
of multiparticle cancellation effects (an often-
used suppression mechanism in gauge models)
but simply through the application of the quantum-
mechanical description of T violation. In this
class of theories one is motivated to introduce
a maximal CP violation in the leptonic sector in
order to account properly for the relative rates
of p. decay and 6$=0 and 6$=1 semileptonic de-
cays.

In spite of the quite different approaches em-
ployed in theories of type (a) as compared to (b),
there is one feature common to both. Namely,
one quite general way to implement CP violation
is tied to the occurrence, within the same multi-
plet, of at least two fermions which have the same
electric charge. In the model mentioned under
(a) the relevant fermion pair is the X and the X

quark (each with right-handed chirality, as it

happens). In the models of Refs. 13 and 14 the
pairs are v, and a neutral heavy lepton x, and
u„and another heavy lepton y'. (Here, more
specifically, one deals with left-handed pairs. )
Quite generally, if a model is such that its re-
presentation content allows for the occurrence of
particle pairs of the same electric charge, it is
possible to give a CP-violating version of such
a model. (We do not know whether or not this is
the only way to implement CP violation. )

Table II summarizes the results we have ob-
tained for the two kinds of models mentioned
above. " The details of the derivation are found
in Sec. II and III. Let us right away explain
some of the notations in this table and also in-
dicate the qualitative reasons for the origin of
further suppression factors which are manifest
in Table II.

(a) "Smat/ parameter" CP violation. Both D,
and D„,„„areproportional to Q, as already
stated, and also to sine, where 6 is the Cabibbo
angle. mz denotes a typical average quark mass.
D, is proportional to m, since there are no heavy
leptons in this model.

(b) "Maximal" CP violation. In these models
neutral heavy leptons appear, one of the electron
type and one of the muon type. " m(xo) denotes
the typical mass of these neutral objects. There
is also one charged heavy lepton of the electron
type and one of the muon type. In the D„,„„,„column
the quantity do denotes the mass difference of
two neutral charmed quarks q' and r' which are
typical for these as for other 8-quark models. "
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TABLE II. Electric dipole moments in various models.

Model De)eetron/'e C m muon~e cm neutron~e Cm

CP violation in hadronic
currents proportional to
small parameter Q =10 4

G(y mq 2

2 m&Q sin6
Ge

my(f) sing

SU(2) x U(1)—4 quarks
2' 10-"

M

mg
10 28

M
10 27

"Maximal" CP violation
in leptonic currents

O(4)—8 quarks b

~p =m(y )/M ~ 10-'

—360 m(X )
Ge 2 p

mxpm(x ) 24

GeV

=--=,= m (yp)

"' 1O- 10-24

O(4) x U(1)—8 quarks"

50 &1 2]o 25
0

210 23
0

Gm 20
7t3

Here m@ is a quark mass.
b The quantity d is the difference in mass of the two neutral charmed quarks q and x .

The factor 5,'=[m(y')/Nj' stems from a cancel-
lation that would be exact for m(y') =m, (=0). As
was pointed out in Ref. 14, Sec. III, for m(y') = 0
one can absorb all phases in a redefinition of
states in these "maximal" models, so that all
CP violation vanishes in this limit. The calcula-
tion in the Appendix shows explicitly how the factor
5O arises.

There is another qualitative way in which one
may divide gauge models with CP violation into
categories, namely as to whether the CP viola-
tion enters via the hadron sector, the lepton sec-
tor, or the vector- or scalar-boson sector.
(Some of these may be equivalent. Needless to
say, one can also invent models in which the CP
violation enters in several sectors. ) In the
Mohapatra model, "which we consider in Sec. II,
the CP violation enters in the hadron sector. In
the O(4) models discussed in Sec. III, CP viola, -
tion enters in the lepton sector. As is apparent
from Table II, the magnitudes of the electric
dipole moments depend on the structure of the
model rather than just on the sector in which CP
violation resides.

We note an important difference between O(4)
and O(4) xU(1) in regard to the electron D. In
the former case there is a proportionality to m~,
in the latter to m, , the electron mass. As will
be spelled out in more detail in Sec. III and the
Appendix, this quantitatively quite important dis-
tinction (at least three orders of magnitude) stems
from the different "chiral mixing" properties of

the two schemes. In O(4)xU(1) the charge-raising
and -lowering currents (and one of the neutral
currents) are made up purely of left-handed fer-
mions, whereas for O(4) both left- and right-
handed particles contribute to these very same
currents. It is a much more general trait that
gauge theories with little chiral mixing tend to be
less constrained than those with more mixing.
We shall also exemplify this in Sec. III by a brief
discussion of a constraint imposed by g-2:
5, & 0.1 in the O(4) model.

We conclude the Introduction with the following
general comments.

(1) The results displayed in Table II are what

we believe to be reasonable orders of magnitude,
in spite of the following two circumstances. (a)
Although in D„,„„,„and D, there are no calcula-
tional ambiguities arising from the weak inter-
actions, they are nevertheless not "computable"
(that is, explicitly expressible in terms of mea, -
surable parameters of the theory) since, as we
shall show, strong-interaction complications
arise in varying degrees in each case. (In par-
ticular, we assume that D„„,)„„is of the order of
Dq„„„.) (b) The actual detailed computation of
two- and three-loop graphs is in any case an un-
dertaking of considerable magnitude and impor-
tance, and one which we have not attempted.

(2) At this point we remark parenthetically
that in the context of a renormalizable gauge the-
ory there appears no reason for a form factor
Fa(q') to vanish as q'-0, since, in such theories,
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interactions which involve one or more deriva-
tives' are generally inadmissible.

(3) From the point of view of the "maximal"
CP-violation models of the sort considered here,
the experimental search for electric dipole mo-
ments has now reached the interesting stage. On
the other hand, if the "small parameter" approach
is the correct line, present experimental tech-
niques are entirely inadequate to see either neu-
tron or lepton electric dipole moments.

It is regrettable that we cannot offer the ex-
perimentalists any precise numerical prediction
to verify. We can only hope that the present con-
siderations may convince them that, to say the
very least, every improvement of the measure-
ments will provide ever more significant and
severe constraints on theoretical developments.

II. AN EXAMPLE OF "SMALL PARAMETER"

CP VIOLATION

The model of Ref. 12 employs the gauge group
SU(2) xU(1) with the well-known set of vector
mesons" 8", Z, and the photon. The charge
operator is Q = t, + —,'Y; the W' are coupled to t ',
the raising and lowering operators of SU(2). Z
is coupled to (g'+g") '~'(g'I, +g''-,'Y), where Y
is the U(1) generator. Lepton assignments are as
in Ref. 18.

The model is of the four-quark variety, in-
volving (P, X, A. and a charmed quark 6" with the
same electric charge as 6'. The variant which
allows for the introduction of C& violation cons-
sists in a novel way of treating the right-handed
quark states. The quark representations are
three doublets and two singlets, namely,

recognized that to leading order the off-diagonal
mass matrix elements in the K system are purely
real, so that this is a purely "on shell" theory of
CP violation insofar as the K system is concerned
(and without constraint on the EI= —,

' vs —, parts in

If~ - 2w), in contradistinction to the models of
Refs. 13 and 14 which are superweak.

We now turn to the estimation of the electric
dipole moments. For CP violation to be present
in a one-loop graph, we must have Im g„*g~c 0.
In the Mohapatra model the CP violation enters
through the right-handed ig(XXZ) and ig(X5"W )
couplings. Since there are no left-handed strange-
ness-changing neuA al couplings in this model, "
there is no g„-g~ interference in the X-X+Z-X
self-energy graph, so no D is generated by at-
taching a photon to this graph. (Note that in this
model the quarks are not necessarily integrally
charged. ) The graph obtained by attaching a pho-
ton to A. -6"+ W' -X does generate an electric di-
pole moment for the A. quark of order eGm@&f&

-(me/GeV)10 "ecm. This graph, embedded in
the two-loop graph Fig. 1(a), gives a contribution
to D f' quark

D -e —,mo P sin'9=(mo/GeV) 10 "ecm.

Consider next the self-energy graph obtained by
inserting a X-6'' loop in a Wpropagator, Fig. 1(b).
This graph generates a D only if the photon is
attached to the loop, since the CP-violating term
is proportional to y, . The result then is propor-

(b)

Q, = (P„, Q, = i Xs sin P+ A.„cosg,

with M~ =Q cosL9+X sing, Xc =-&sin8+A. cos9. CP
violation is injected via the factor i in the Q,
doublet. A systematic treatment of the Higgs
problem" shows that the Higgs set is more in-
volved here as compared with CP-conserving
versions of SU(2) x'U(1).

As was noted in Ref. 12, in order to get the
correct order for the K~- 2n rate and to suppress
unwanted processes like K'-w'vv, Q has to lie
in the neighborhood of 10 '. (It is an interesting
feature of this model that approximately the same
value of p satisfies both constraints. ) Thus we
deal with an expansion in g along with other small
parameters of the theory. From this it is easily

FIG. 1. Various topologies of self-energy graphs
which contribute, upon attachment of a photon, to &nucleon

in the "small parameter" model.
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tional to ipmkm&, e„a ~q from the loop, and we
estimate

8GG
Dquark 3 M mo 0

Here m& represents a typical quark mass, which
is assumed to be small" compared to a typical
vector-boson mass M.

Figure 1(c) makes a contribution to D of the
same general order of magnitude. The inter-
mediate fermions are f, =0I or X, f, =(P or 4",
f, =X or X. No D contributions result if f, =f, =X
or f, =f, =A. . For f, =(P the contribution to D is

for f, =(P' it is = P'. Thus we neglect f, =g'.
The remaining two cases, f, =Ã, f, =A. and f, =A.,
f, =X, have the opposite sign for the imaginary
part of the coupling-constant product. The two
cases cancel exactly for m~=m„. The (X, &, Z)
vertex gives a, factor P, the (X, (P, W) vertex a
factor sinj9. It is then readily seen that the
contribution to D is

Ie

FIG. 2. A leading graph contributing to D,~„„„,in the
"small parameter" model.

III. MODELS WITH "MAXIMAL" CP VIOLATION

The models of Refs. 13 and 14 incorporate the
Cabibbo angle dynamically. There are two pairs
of charged vector bosons, 8", and R"'2, and the
hadron multiplets are so arranged that the cor-
responding currents are respectively strangeness-
conserving (J'~'~ - [$'Z+ ~ ~ ~ ]) and strangeness-
changing (J ' - [(P&+ ~ ~ ]). The spontaneous sym-
metry breaking generates the respective masses
M] M2 of $Vj TV2 and ther efo re gene rate s the
Cabibbo angle since

- e —, , (m~-mk) P sinG.
Gn m@2

(2.2) M = tan8,
2

Gn
D -e, mo P sin 9,

7T'
(2 3)

recorded in Table II. There is another set of
graphs symbolized in Fig. 1(e), involving a
triple-vector-boson vertex. This set also gives
a contribution of the order displayed in Eq. (2.3).

As an example of a graph which is pertinent to
the D of an electron (or muon) we show the graph
of Fig. 2. One will again recognize the occur-
rence of a factor gsin8. Furthermore, a factor
mo'/M' occurs because the CP violation is gen-
erated in the hadronic loop to which the photon
is attached. Moreover it is evident from the
structure of the graph of Fig. 2 that D, must be
proportional to m, . In this way we arrive at the
estimate given in Table II.

There is an analogous graph obtained from Fig.
1(c) by the substitution Z-W, W -W'. The
contributing f combinations in this case are
f, =6', f, =6" or f, =(P', f, =6', while f, =A. One
obtains again a structure as in Eq. (2.2) but with
m~-m „replaced by m + -m +, .

Next 1st us consider Fig. 1(d) and also the
"paired" graph obtained by running all lines back-
wards. Both graphs are proportional to gsin8.
The graphs cancel each other if m+ —-m~ and
M( W) =M(Z). This latter relation is unattainable
in the SU(2) x U(1) model; thus we should treat
[M(W) -M(Z)]/(average M) as of order unity. The
mass cancellation limit therefore does not induce
any factor of importance and the order of these
graphs is in fact the dominant one:

in order that the usual semileptonic phenomenol-
ogy is reproduced. (See Table III for more de-
tails on the vector bosons. )

We will discuss models built both on the gauge
group O(4) and on the gauge group O(4) xU(1). In
both cases the left-handed fermions are taken to
lie in quartets (—,', —,'), with charge structure
(+, 0, 0, -). The charge operator is taken to be

q = t, +p„O(4)
Q =t, +p, + Y, O(4) xU(1)

where

t Xt=it, pXp=i p,
and t, p, and F all commute. The essential dif-
ference between the O(4) and O(4) x U(1) models
has to do with the treatment of the ~ight-handed
fermions. In O(4) the charged fermions cannot
be taken to be singlets. If we introduce four
leptons of each variety (e and p) —namely
(x', x', v„e) and (y+, yo, v„, p), with x' and xo

heavy electron-type leptons and y' and y' heavy
muon-type leptons —then we clearly cannot take
the right-handed leptons to lie in quartets, since
there are only three right-handed leptons of each
type (assuming that v, and v„are Weyl particles).
The solution is to put them in triplets, (x', x', e)s
in (1, 0) and (y', y', p, )s in (0, 1). An alternative
solution is to introduce a fifth lepton of ea.ch
variety, and place the massive right-handed lep-
tons in quartets; this is the approach followed by
Cheng. " In either of these O(4) treatments,
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TABLE III. Models with "maximal" CP violation.

o(4) O(4) x U(1)

Vector bosons

Masses

Higgs scalars
"
. ermion multiplets

Charge of quarks

Chirality content of
charged currents and
of Z current

Constraint from (g —2)P

Wg, W2, Z, y

37 = = 37
1 (cos g)|/2 2

( g) j/2

M~ +M2 =M0 $, P&(&1

Two (2, 2); one pair (2, ~), (2, 2)

flL fhL in (1 l)

fl R fh R ln (1, p), (p, 1)

Integral

Mixed chirality

0m(y )
M

Wg, %'2, Z, V, y

(cos g) siny '
(sing) ~ siny

M +M 2 =M 2+M 2 cos2y

Two (2, 2); one (2, 2)

flL fhL in (& L)0

f lR fhR in (p p)Q

Not necessarily integral

Purely left-handed

No constraint

Notation: f'h means leptonic, hadronic fermions; L, R denote left-, right-handed chirality; g=gc,b;bb ~12'. In
0(4) ~ U(1) a mixing angle y appears.

the charged currents are of "mixed chirality, "
having both left- and right-handed parts. (See
Table IV.) In the O(4) x U(1) model, by contrast,
the right-handed fermions may all be taken to
be singlets with "leptonic hypercharge" Y equal
to their electromagnetic charge Q. Consequently,
the charged currents are entirely of left-handed
chirality.

As has previously been noted" in connection
with the O(3) model of Georgi and Glashow, "
strong constraints on heavy-lepton masses some-
times follow from the requirement that weak con-
tributions (a)„„ to the anomalous magnetic

moments of muon and electron be sufficiently
small that they do not destroy the excellent agree-
ment between quantum electrodynamics and ex-
periment. The relevant Feynman graph" is that
of Fig. 3, and the potentially large contribution
to (a&)„„ro(a,)„„comes from the term propor-
tional to m(yo) or m(x'). This term is present in

the O(4) model but absent in the O(4) xU(1) model,
where it is killed by the left-handed chiral pro-
jection operators PL associated with the charged
currents: y P~(P+m)ys P~ =y„gysP~ The re-.
sulting constraints in the O(4) model are found

by the methods of Ref. 20 to be

(a, )„„=—
2 &, (1-sin 28)' ' ~-5 x 10 ',m (x')m (e)

m om
&(a„)„„=~2,3& G „[ImPfP cos8-RePgP sin8]69x1O ',

or

m(xo) ~ 11 GeV,

m(y') s 8 GeV.

are forced"' to incorporate CP violation "max-
imally. " In order to see this, let us compare
neutron, A, and muon decay. The relevant cur-
rents are

Accordingly, in the O(4) model the parameter
5o=m(yo)/M, which enters many of our estimates
below, sa.tisfies

g, s 10-' .
We repeat that in the O(4) xU(1& model there is
no such constraint, because the charged currents
are "chirality pure. "

Having chosen to place the left-handed leptons
and quarks in quartet representations (—,', —,'), . we

~ i [5"JI+nv,e+pv„p+ ~ ~ ~ ]~,
(3.1)J 2~~ cc i I(PX+ yv, e+ 5v„p,+ ~ ~ ]~,

where n, p, y, 5 are complex phases. We can with-
out loss of generality take n =P = l. In view of Eq.
(3.1), the decay amplitudes are evidently in the
ratio

a„,„„,„:a„:a „,„=cos8:sin8: (cos8+y*5sin8}.

The requirement that
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TABLE IV. Currents in O(4) and 0(4) && U(1) models.

O(4) leptonic currents

(1)II. ie -+J ' =—[X+(X + V ) +(Ve+X )e+y (V& +iy ) +(V& -iy~)p]L

(2) IL ie —+J ' =—[x+(x —v )+(v —x )e+y (y +i v )+(iv —y )p]L

J )' = —'ie[v v —x x —
v&y

—y v&]L

J ' =-ie[x e+xx +p0p y p+pp0y y ]R

J(0) IR - ieI'x+x -ee -y+y+ +pp, ]R

O(4) x U(1) leptonic currents

-ie +J - ' =~ . —[x+(x + v )+(x + v )e+y+(y + vp)+(y + vp)p]L

(2}I f e [~*X'{X —V ) —~(X —Ve) e + ~y
' (y —

Vtt)
—~*(y —

Vtt) p]L

[x x +y y —v v —v v —i(v x —x v —v y -y v )](0) —0 0 —0 0 0 —0

W2 sing ee li p e e it it I.

= —&e[{x'x++y'y' —ee —pp)L coty —(x'x' +y'y' —ee —pp)R tang]

ote J (1)R J (2)R J (0)R 0 g
—ei 7t /4

O(4) hadronic currents

J ( )h L =—[(p (Q +Ai) + {Q+A i)q +q + (Q -Ai) + (Q -A i)r ]L
W2

J ')"L =—[6'p +A20) —(A, +Aq)q —q "{A.—A20) +(&—A20)r ]

J " = —' ie[(%+X)q —{2—A.)r +H.c.]
J(i)hR J(2)hR analogous to JlR

J hR=-ie[A' —r r -q+q++q q ]R

O(4) && U(1) hadronic currents

J(i)hL [J(&)hI ] J(i)hR p i —p 11
=8m' o(4)

J( ) = —ie{ZL coty —ZRtany), &=(6'5'+q'q' -q q —«)
' Notation: [ab]L R=ay„PL Rb, where PL and PR are the left and

right chirality projection operators. [PL ——~(1+pe) in the metric used
in Ref. 14 and PL =2(1 —y5) in the metric used in the textbook of
Bjorken and Drell. ] The combinations A10 ——(q +r )/W2 and A2 ={q
—r )/v 2 are not orthogonal since the quarks q and r0 are chosen not
to be mass-degenerate. The DI =2 rule for )b8) =1, bQ =0 processes
arises in these models via J )", as explained in Refs. 13 and 14. The
quantities P, 0 are phase factors.

Ia...„.„I' =
I ay I

' = Iamb. n I' = cos'e: »n'e: I

then forces y and 5 to be relatively imaginary:

(3.2)

Other physical considerations" (see below) sug-
gest the choices

y = 1, 5 = i, O(4)

y =5*=e*'t', O(4) xU(1).

X

yo

FIG. 3. Graph giving the largest weak contributions
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron or
muon and the leading contribution to D „,„ in the O(4)
model.

= 2x10 '= —5 'f
@pe

(3.3)

where fs is a factor in which resides our igno-
rance of the strong interactions. In particular" fs
is proportional to a ~atio of neutral- and charged-
quark mass differences d'/d'. For the O(4)
model, the g —2 constraint (3.2) requires that f,
~ 100, which certainly is possible although not
expected a Priori. The fact that 5, is uncon-
strained by g —2 in the O(4) x U(1) model allows a
larger 5, and therefore a smaller fs, which is
perhaps more plausible.

In any event, it is clear that a common set of
mass ratios about which we know little so far

is much harder to assess. " The crux of the
matter is to find an estimate for AS = 2 imaginary
mass mixing in the K,-K, system (and to compare
it with on-shell nonleptonic 4S = 1 transition
effects). The mechanism that generates Imhmr
is the imaginary part 0 of the W, -W, mixing pa-
rameter, which is entirely due to lepton loop
effects. " In regard to o, the cases O(4) and

O(4) xU(1) present distinct aspects. (1) In O(4),
0 is uncalculable, since before renormalization"
o=(o./m) 5,'bf'InA', it therefore seems reasonable
to take o= (o./w)5, 'M'. (2) It was shown" that a
finite expression for o in terms of the lepton and
vector-boson masses can be obtained in O(4)
xU(1), which is indeed = (o/s)50'M'.

The ratio of real to imaginary K-mass mixing
can be roughly estimated" by comparing Figs.
4(a) and 4(b), which yields

Having thus introduced CP violation into the
lepton sector of the model, we are next invited
to inquire regarding the Inagnitude of the CP
violation thereby induced. By general arguments
it follows that all semileptonic CP violation is
superweak, '4 even for 5o as large as - 1. Due to
strong-interaction complications, the extent to
which nonleptonic decays are entirely superweak

K'

Z

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) A graph contributing to Re4mz. {b)
Leading contribution to I~m&.

K
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which leads to the estimate given in Table II.
The marked disparity between D,l„„,„and D „,„

for the O(4) case finds its origin in the asym-
metric choice for the phases y and 5 in this
model. This asymmetry was so chosen" as to
suppress the neutral current process p„+e-v&+ e
(see the expression for Zio~' in Table IV). We
now see that, in O(4), y =1, 5 = i corresponds to
a (v„, e)-scattering amplitude" O(Go.) and a
large dipole moment for the muon. We note that
y =i, 5 = 1 would have yielded a (v, e)-scattering
amplitude O(G) and dipole moment = [m(x )/GeV]
xj.0 'Deem for the eLectron, a disastrously
large value. Thus we have here a striking ex-
ample of the connection, already stressed in
Ref. 14, between the CP-violation effects and the
neutral current structure. For the group O(4)
xU(1), this connection is quite different. Let us
see next what happens to the D's in this case.

The leading graphs contributing to D„,„„,„ in

Lepton Loop Lepton Loop

(b)

FIG. 5. Graphs contributing to Delectron and D neuron

in the O(4) and O(4) x U(1) models, after attachment of
an external photon.

enters in three distinct places: In the ratio
given in Eq. (3.3), in the g-2 constraints, and in
the electric dipole moments, as we shall see
next. The survival of the scheme therefore is
quite dependent on the consistency with which all
three effects can be treated.

Now then to the dipole moments. The leading
graphs contributing to D„,„„„andto D„„„,„ in the
O(4) model' all have the structure of Fig. 5. The
resulting estimates for the electric dipole
moments are given in Table II.

The muon electric dipole moment in the O(4)
model is much larger, since it receives contribu-
tions of order e', The largest contribution
comes from Fig. 3, which is also the source of
the dominant weak contribution to the muon
anomalous magnetic dipole moment (unless the
Higgs scalar mass is very light" ). The contri-
bution of this graph to the electric dipole moment
arises from a cross term Imp„*g~. It can be
calculated in the same manner as the anomalous
magnetic moment, "and equals

D „,„=e,m(y')[RePgP cos8+lmP,*P sin8],6

Hadron Loop

0X )ue

(a)
e X 7/e

(b)

x,p e

0x ,"e

(c)
X &e e

FIG. 6. Additional classes of graphs contributing to
D,l„„,„ in the O(4) x U(1) model.

the O(4) xU(1) model are again those of Fig. 5(b)
where g now receives contributions" from elec-
tron-type as well as muon-type leptons. In ad-
dition to Fig. 5(a), several further sets of graphs
contribute to D, in the O(4) xU(1) model, as
displayed in Fig. 6 for /= electron. We draw
attention to the fact that Fig. 6(a) contains a
closed hadron loop which contributes only to the
reaL Wy i@2 mixing" parameter p. It is via this
particular loop that hadronic effects enter to
leading (fifth) order into the D, . This p param-
eter, finite in any event [for both O(4) and
O(4) xU(1)J has also a leptonic part; and the
relative influence of hadronic to leptonic contri-
butions is to a considerable extent (though cer-
tainly not fully) determined by the ratio of the
hadronic to the leptonic contributions to p. Both
contributions have been evaluated" (neglecting
strong interactions) and the ratio is = [m'(qo)
-m'(r')]/m'(x'). Our estimates as recorded in
Table II are independent of the precise value of
this ratio, as long as it is not much Larger than
1. We emphasize, however, that in contradis-
tinction to the magnetic moment, even in the
electric dipole moment of LePtons the hadronic
contributions can enter in the same order in n
as the leading leptonic contributions even though
the CP violation lies entirely in the leptonic sec-
tor.

An important feature of the O(4) xU(1) model is
that all of these contributions to D, are propor-
tional to m, . This is in contrast to O(4) where
instead of m, we meet the characteristic mass of
heavy leptons. As in the discussion of weak con-
tributions to the anomalous magnetic moment,
this is because of the chiral projection operators
associated with the charged currents in the O(4)
xU(1) model. The argument is given in detail in

the Appendix.¹teadded: After the completion of this work,
we learned of work by T.D. Lee in which CP
violation is associated with the Higgs scalar sec-
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tor. Specifically, the CP violation arises through
a relative phase between two identical multiplets
of Higgs scalars. The dipole moment of a fer-
mion f is given in this model by D~=eGm&'F(m„),
where F(mz)-m„' is a function of the (arbitrary)
Higgs particle masses. The cube of the fermion
mass arises as follows: Two powers come from
the coupling of the Higgs particle to f, and a
third from the spin structure of the graphs. Lee
assumes m„=10 GeV, for which he finds 0„,«,
~10 " ecm, D =10 " ecm, and D, = 10 "
e cm. We have appreciated the opportunity to
learn of Professor Lee's work in advance of
publication.

APPENDIX

The purpose of this appendix is to amplify the
general discussions of electric dipole moment
contributions in Secs. II and III by a more ex-
plicit consideration of examples. We will re-
strict our considerations to the electric dipole
moment of the electron in the O(4) xU(l) model,
for definiteness.

Let us begin by considering Fig. 7, which is

X

FIG. 7. Example of a graph contributing to D,&«««
in the O(4) x U'(1) model.

one of the graphs obtained by attaching a photon
to Fig. 6(b). From Table IV one can verify that
the 8', couplings are proportional to the complex
phase e = e"~', while the W, couplings are real.
Thus Fig. 7 and the graph obtained from it by
interchanging W, and 8', have potentially CP-viola-
ting imaginary parts. (Note that neither the
combinations W,

'

W, nor W, W,
' nor any uncrossed

ladder graphs have such an imaginary part. ) The
contribution of these graphs to the electron's
electromagnetic form factor is

d4k d4k

(2 )', (2
', u(P, )yaP~(P', -P,)y~~[P, -P,-g+m(x')]y„[P, P, $,+m-(x'-)fy8P~(P', $,)y„P~-u(P, )

1 1 1 1

(P,-k, )'-m(x')' (P,-k,)' (P,-k,)'-m(x')' (P,-k,)'

We can now make the following comments: (1)
The CP-violating part of the last bracket is pro-
portional to (e*'-e')(M, '-M, '), but since M, oM,
in this model this results in no suppression fac-
tor. (2) The relative minus sign between the x
and v, propagators results from the relative
minus sign in their couplings to W,', and forces
the appearance of an explicit factor of 5,'=m(x')'/
M' in our estimate of D, . (3) Because of the
chirality projection operators P~, only terms
with an odd number of y matrices survive. The
only way to obtain an electric dipole moment term
(io „y,) is therefore to use the Dirac equation
, -m, )u(p, )=u(p, )(p', -m, )=0, which brings in a
factor m, .

All contributions to the electron's electric and
magnetic dipole moments are in fact proportional
to m, in the O(4) xU(1) model. In order to see
this, let us consider the graph of Fig. 8, which
represents any graph that can contribute to a
dipole moment. The particles which couple to
the electron diagonally in this model are the

(
1 1, 1 1

X &+2
2 ~ 2

Q
2 ~' 2

Q
2 jg 2

Q
2 2

I 1 2 2 1 2 2 l
I

photon, the massive neutral vector boson V, and
the neutral member Q' of the (-,', ';)' Higgs scalar
multiplet. The neutral vectors have coupling
constants proportional to e, and the P' coupling
is = em, /M. Let us then first consider the case
where the electron line flows through the graph
remaining always an electron, i.e., with no
charged bosons attached to it. It is evident that
if m, = 0, only terms with odd numbers of y
matrices appear.

The charged particles that couple to the elec-

FIG. 8. General graph contributing to D,~,gf Dg in the
O(4) x U(1) model. The lines labeled C& and C2 are
respectively the first and last charged bosons encount-
ered by the electron line. The lines labeled N are
neutral bosons.
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tron in the O(4) x U(1) model are W„W„and a
doubly charged Higgs particle Q" from the

(a, 2)' multiplet. [We can for present purposes
work in the unitary formalism ($ =0 gauge") in
which the fictitious charged (-,', —,')' scalars asso-
ciated with W, and W, do not appear"]. The
coupling of the W, and 8', to the electron is purely
left-handed, and that of the P" is

—x'[m(x')P~+ni, pa] ey",

so that the part proportional to the right-handed
chiral projection operator P„vanishes for m, = O.

Now we must consider the cases C» ——Wor P".
For C,= W, C,= W, the part of the lepton line

between C, and C, contributes the factor
(yP~) ~ ~ ~ (yP~). Between the two P~'s there
must be an even number of y matrices, so this
is, all together, an odd number of-y matrices.
For m, =O, any neutral vectors attached before
C, or after C, will contribute an even number of

y matrices, so that the final number is always
odd. Thus both electric and magnetic dipole
moment contributions coming from such graphs
must be proportional to m, .

The other cases are similar. For C,= Q",
C,= W, the part between C, and C, gives the
factor (yP~) ~ ~ ~ (P~), and the argument is ex-
actly as before. For C,= W and C,= P", the
factor is (Ps) ~ ~ ~ (yP~), which only survives if
there are an odd number of y matrices between
P~ and Pz. Finally, for C,= Q", C,= Q", the
factor is (P„) ~ ~ ~ (P~), and the argument is
again the same. We remind the reader that this
analysis follows immediately from the fact that
the charged currents in the O(4) xU(1) model are
"chirality-pure, " which in turn follows essentially
from the fact that the right-handed fermions are
singlets. The original %einberg model" is like-
wise chirality-pure to this same extent; the
Georgi-Glashow" and O(4) models are not.
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%'e show that the existence of pointhke constituents within the nucleon makes it plausible that
scale-breaking effects due to higher-order electromagnetic corrections in deep-inelastic scattering will be
of order a ln'( —q'/p, ') in the region s, »1 (GeV) and large electron scattering angles. Additionally
we are led to conclude that, when the final electron energy is finite in the laboratory frame, the
difference of electron and positron deep-inelastic scattering is of order a in( —q2/p, ) rather than of
order a. We discuss the possible measurement of this difference and what we may learn from such a
measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Whatever the deeper reasons behind this fact,
deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering at present
day accelerators' behaves as if the nucleon con-
tained pointlike constituents. ' We shall try to use
this feature of the data to make some very brief
comments on electromagnetic corrections to e-e
and deep-inelastic scattering and on the possible
difference between deep-inelastic electron and
positron scattering. The difference between e'+P
-e'+X and e +P- e +X was previously studied by
Kingsley using a "softened" parton model' as a
method of effecting the cutoff necessary to bring
Bjorken scaling into a field-theoretic picture. He
came to the conclusion that the ratio ~ between the
deep-inelastic electron and positron cross sections'
v and 0+ takes the form

us to be of compelling simplicity. We come to the
conclusion, based on the pointlike constituent idea,
that when 2m v- s„» rest masses squared of the
problem (which corresponds to large electron scat-
tering angles and finite values of the final electron
energy E'),

r = 1+0(n Ins(-qs/p')),

where p is a scale mass to be discussed (Sec. II),
which is plausibly of hadronic size. This is there-
fore a scale-breaking effect. On the other hand,
we expect a form like Eq. (1.1) in small momentum-
transfer experiments, r' or when -q'/s, -0.

The factor 1 (-n/qP') enhancesr andthereby
gives us an extra chance to test our ideas on quan-
tum electrodynamics and deep-inelastic scattering.
According to our reasoning, the over-all cross
sections behave as

up to possible factors involving logarithms of q'.
While we. are not so ambitious in the sense of study-
ing a definite model, the method we use seems to.

Qo'-, [la 0(u lns(-qs/p. s))],.

At presently available energies the logarithmic
factor is -5, which does not allow us to differen-


